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 Abstract 

  
This paper assesses the benefits derived from environmental amenities, and more specifically 

from an urban park, from data on residential location choices. Household decisions regarding 

their residential location have important implications for urban planning. This paper uses a 

choice experiment pivot design (CE) to empirically analyse the trade-off between location 

attributes such as distance to an urban park and distance to workplace in the context of a 

developing country in which environmental questions are generally considered of lower 

priority. The limitation of transportation and communication networks suggests that the 

“tyranny of distance” is even more significant in this particular context than in larger cities 

located in more developed countries. Results show that inhabitants are willing to pay more in 

order to live close to an urban park than to their workplace. Furthermore, I find that preferences 

are heterogeneous and that the attribute corresponding to the presence of relatives in the area is 

associated with the highest willingness to pay. 

Keywords: residential location, developing country, urban forest, choice experiment, 

willingness to pay space 

Highlights 

• We study the trade-off between residential location choice attributes 

• This is the first analysis of residential location choice in Africa that takes into account 

distance to an urban park and distance to workplace 

• We find that reducing the distance to environmental amenities (i.e. the park) is 

associated with a higher willingness to pay than reducing the distance to the workplace 

• Among all attributes of location choice, the presence of relatives living in the area is 

associated with the highest willingness to pay  
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1. Introduction 

 

Urban sprawl and a variety of land use changes have led to environmental impacts that affect 

not only the sustainability of urban areas, but also the health of the citizens who live there 

(Barbosa et al., 2012; Dou et al., 2013). The high population density of urban areas creates 

development pressures on urban green spaces (Jim, 2004) and threatens the amenities they 

provide to urban residents. As a result, these green spaces have received increasing attention 

from urban planners, and urban forests are being transformed into parks that offer essential 

goods and services for urban development (Baur et al. 2013). 

Along with many other major cities in developing countries, Ouagadougou (Burkina-Faso) has 

been experiencing urbanization pressures that result in a significant urban sprawl. This sprawl 

generates not only transport costs associated with increasing commutes and traffic congestion, 

but also health costs associated with higher levels of air pollution. Ouagadougou is also home 

to a large urban park that provides many goods and services to users, and which is currently 

threatened by the prospect of further residential and industrial development. A prominent local 

debate is occurring regarding the future of this space. In this context, this paper aims at 

estimating the importance of environmental amenities in the residential location decisions made 

by the inhabitants of Ouagadougou.  

The main purpose of this paper is to use choice experiment method in order to empirically 

analyze the importance and values associated with various attributes of residential location 

choice in the context of a developing country. We are especially interested by the trade-off 

between living closer to environmental amenities and living closer to the workplace in Burkina 

Faso in which environmental questions are generally considered of lower priority due to the 

underdevelopment (Martinez-Alier, 2003). The ongoing development of transport and 
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communication infrastructures in Ouagadougou suggests that the constraints associated with 

distance are of particularly importance for residents of the city (Prager and Thisse, 2010). It is 

now widely recognized that urban parks and green areas are of substantial importance in the 

lives of citizens in large cities (Chiesura, 2004). The presence of natural assets such as parks 

and forests in urban contexts significantly contributes to an improved quality of life among 

users (Chiesura, 2004; Kuchelmeister and Braatz, 1993; Kuo and Sullivan, 2001).  

Many studies have analyzed residential location choices using discrete choice models in the 

past (Earnhart, 2001, 2006; Kim et al., 2005a; Kim et al., 2005b; Chhetri et al., 2006; Nowotny, 

2011; Frenkel et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; Tu et al., 2016) ;  however, few of them have studied 

the trade-off between environmental amenities and distance to workplace. According to 

Nowotny (2011), one important trade-off is that which is made between environmental 

amenities and distance to workplace. And, to our knowledge, no studies have yet been 

performed in an African context (see Kim et al. 2005a).  

Additionally, the importance of the presence of relatives in the residential area is highlighted. 

The high cultural value placed on the presence of a strong community suggests that family ties 

are very important in this location choice. It is in that sense Gervais-Lambony, (1994) stated: 

“in Africa, city dweller is characterized by loose ties with its significant rural origins and lasting 

roots in the city”.  

In this study, we examine residential location choices in the city of Ouagadougou, which 

contains a natural forest that has been transformed into an urban park called Bãngr-weoogo. 

The urban commune of Ouagadougou is Burkina Faso's main economic center and has 

experienced significant environmental degradation over the years. Due to overall losses in the 

quantity and quality of natural amenities in the city, Bãngr-weoogo (265 Ha) is now considered 

as an oasis in the desert. Moreover, although the urbanization rate in Burkina Faso ranks it 
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among the most rural countries in West Africa, Ouagadougou is home to more than 50% of the 

country's urban citizens (a total of 1,626,950 inhabitants residing within 36,600 ha according 

to the Ministry of urbanization). Housing is thus a growing concern and puts significant 

development pressure on surrounding lands as well as what remains of the green spaces within 

the city. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related literature as well as the specific 

characteristics of the area under study. Section 3 presents the methods used for data collection, 

and describes the survey design and choice experiment. Section 4 presents the econometric 

specification and the model of willingness to pay and the results of this analysis. Section 5 is 

devoted to the discussion of the results. The final section concludes with a summary of the main 

results, highlights implications of these results, and offers our perspective regarding future work 

on this subject.  

 

2. Residential location choice literature and housing characteristics in Ouagadougou 

2.1. Residential location choice literature 

 

In this section, the literature on the explanatory variables that can influence a household’s 

choice of residential location is surveyed. 

Cities’ size and structure are the result of a balance between centripetal forces (e.g. natural 

advantages, market size, etc.) and centrifugal forces (e.g. competition, travel costs, salary costs 

and land prices, etc.) that affect both the population and economic activities (Krugman, 1996). 

Choosing a location in which to live is one of the most important decisions made by households, 

and it impacts the habits of household members as well as the non-members with whom they 

interact (Sener et al., 2011).  
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The urban economics literature indicates that the choice of residential location is the result of a 

trade-off between accessibility to city services (e.g. jobs, public goods), housing costs, as well 

as the presence of undesirable nuisances and desirable amenities such as landscapes (Brueckner 

et al., 1999). Accessibility to the workplace and social quality of the neighborhood are the 

extrinsic attributes that have been shown to have the greatest impact on residential choice 

(Cavailhès, 2005). Other studies have highlighted the role of distance from the workplace in 

housing choice (Horner, 2004, 2003; Kim et al., 2005a), and it has been demonstrated that the 

remoteness of the workplace has consequences for households in terms of time and money 

(Nowotny, 2011). Indeed, when distance to the workplace increases, individuals tend to relocate 

(Renkow and Hoover, 2000; Van Ommeren et al., 1999). However, working in the city while 

living in the outside the city is an increasingly common part of the modern lifestyle (Cavailhès, 

2009). The attractiveness of suburban areas can be explained by preferences for green amenities 

and the better living environments that larger space generally affords (Cavailhès and Brossard, 

2007; Nechyba and Strauss, 1998).  Thus, a household’s residential location choice can be 

explained by several factors including but not limited to dwelling size, price, neighborhood, 

distance to major places of interest, and distance to the workplace. Trade-offs between these 

factors are an inherent aspect of residential location choice.  

Many studies have used theoretical models such as Alonso's (1964) monocentric model in order 

to explain residential location choices, and empirical models such as hedonic price models in 

order to value a variety of attributes of residential choices. One of the non-market valuation 

techniques that allows for an understanding of house location choice is the hedonic price 

method. This approach identifies the flows of ecosystem services as one of the attributes that 

contribute to the price of market goods, specifically the price of housing. The discrete choice 

models developed by McFadden (1978) are an alternative to Alonso’s model, which is 

considered deterministic and relies on the assumption of monocentricity. These types of models 
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make it possible to analyze the trade-offs made by households between location choice 

variables, and to identify the differing sensitivities of various segments of the population to 

these different attributes (Frenkel et al., 2013). 

 

2.2. Characteristics in Ouagadougou 

 

Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso, is a growing city and the densest of the country, 

with 600 inhabitants per km2 compared to an average of 51.4 at the national level. The city is 

characterized by a high rate of urban sprawl, which can be attributed to many factors. Population 

growth is a major source of increased housing needs, and particularly of self-built housing. 

Taken in conjunction with the isotropic nature of the city, this means that the outskirts of the 

city experience high levels of development pressure. This situation is compounded by the fact 

that newest residents prefer to be homeowners and therefore seek empty lots on which to build 

new homes, which is possible only in the periphery. According to the statistical yearbook of 

2006, approximately 52.2% of the residents in Ouagadougou are homeowners, and about half 

of homeowners possess legal property papers (Boyer and Delaunay, 2009). Living on the 

periphery of the city can reduce quality of life since it is associated with an increased distance 

from city amenities and thus increased transport costs and travel time. As a result, a household’s 

choice of residential location is an important determinant of its commuting requirements. It is 

important to note that Ouagadougou suffers from a lack of adequate transportation 

infrastructure, both public and private (Boyer and Delaunay, 2009). In the context of urban 

sprawl and the necessity for further urban improvements, there is significant development 

pressure on the city’s remaining natural assets. The urban park that exists in Ouagadougou 

today was created from a larger natural forest called the “Bois de Boulogne”, from the “Mossi” 
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kingdom that formerly occupied the area. In January 2001, a part of the “Bois de Boulogne” 

(about 265 Ha), was transformed into what is now the urban park Bãngr-weoogo, and opened 

to the public for recreation purposes and educational activities. Given the environmental 

degradation the city has experienced over the years, the creation of the park was motivated by 

ecological, human, and social objectives. A formal ban on alternative uses exists for the park, 

which prohibits certain types of development (e.g. agricultural plots, houses, and industrial 

areas). Figure 1 portrays the park location (see below).  

Figure 1: Park location 
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3. The model: choice experiment and experimental design 

 

Studies on residential location choice have utilized both theoretical and empirical methods. 

Among empirical studies, most have modeled choices using versions of the discrete choice 

model developed by McFadden (1978). In this section, the choice experiment model used here 

is described.  

3.1. The choice experiment 

 

The purpose of this study is to estimate variations in household welfare that result from 

proximity to an urban park and to the workplace. Because these benefits are related to several 

measurable attributes of housing choice, choice experiment is the most suitable non-market 

valuation method by which to analyze these attributes (Hanley et al., 1998). This method is 

derived from Lancaster’s (1966) consumer theory, which states that the utility provided by a 

good can be decomposed into the values of its different characteristics (Adamowicz et al., 

1998). This theory is combined with McFadden's (1973) random utility theory which states that 

it is not possible to identify all of the factors that influence an individual’s utility (Baltas and 

Doyle, 2001).  

In choice experiment, respondents are asked to choice their preferred option from a group of 

alternatives that includes their current situation, or the “status quo,” and a “set of options” 

(Bennett and Adamowicz, 2001). Each alternative is described in terms levels (qualitative 

and/or quantitative) of a variety of attributes (characteristics). Importantly, the inclusion of the 

cost attribute makes it possible to estimate the marginal value of each of the other attributes in 

monetary terms. Thus, this design allows for the robust measurement of well-being variations 

by estimating the relative elasticity of the attributes to the price (Sener et al., 2011). 
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3.2. Experimental design 

 

The experimental design in this study broadly consists in identifying the attributes of residential 

location choice and the variation in the levels of these attributes. According to the literature, 

several characteristics may explain residential location choice. These include attributes such as 

the size of dwelling, the facilities the dwelling is equipped with, features of the surrounding 

neighborhood, proximity to the workplace, proximity to other places of interest, the presence 

of pollution and/or amenities, etc. The first step in designing the experiment consisted of 

conducting interviews with residents of Ouagadougou in order to identify the relevant 

characteristics of residential location choice in this specific geographic and cultural context. 

From these interviews, five characteristics were selected, one of which was not commonly 

found in the literature: the presence of relatives in the area. The number of attributes included 

in a choice experiment has to be limited in order to minimize cognitive demands made on 

respondents, as well as for statistical reasons (Bennett and Blamey, 2001). Indeed, according to 

Louviere et al. (2008), the more attributes included in the choice experiment, the less consistent 

respondents’ choices become. The five attributes retained in this study are summarized in Table 

1 and defined below: 
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Table 1: Attributes description 

Attributes Levels 

Distance to urban park (Km) 1. -50% 

2. current 

3. +50% 

Distance to workplace (Km) 1. -50% 

2. current 

3. +50% 

Presence of relatives in the area 1. Yes 

2. No 

Size of house 1. decrease (-1 room or size) 

2. current 

3. increase (+1 room) 

Price/rent of house (Euro € ) 1. -30% 

2. -20% 

3. -10% 

4. current 

5. +10% 

6. +20% 

 

The housing size is an attribute that is commonly featured in the residential location choice 

literature. Indeed, housing characteristics play an important role in the choice of 

accommodations and this finding has been confirmed in many studies. Taking into account the 

fact that the exact amount of surface space was rarely known among the respondents in this 

sample, and that some dwellings contain only one room, we were not able to collect reliable 

data on the actual surface of rooms in most respondents’ residents. As a result, we simply used 

a reasonable variation in house size as attribute levels and define this attribute as a dummy 
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variable in the analysis (decrease and increase of rooms’ size or number relatively to the current 

situation); 

Presence of close relatives is included in this choice set, which is a specificity of this study. 

During the interview process, this attribute frequently arose as an important consideration in 

the choice of housing location, and this suggested that a relative in the area plays a significant 

role in residential choice. Boyer and Delaunay, (2009) report a respondent comment that 

corroborates this finding: "In Africa, when you do not have your family next door, you should 

know that you will suffer". As mentioned above, the problem of transportation and 

communication infrastructures is a reality in Burkina Faso. Then, in these conditions, access to 

mobility becomes a prerequisite for getting out of the residential environment and co-operating 

with other social groups (especially family members). People remain confined to their 

environment and geographical proximity contributes to building the social link by facilitating 

exchanges and meetings (Bonvalet et al., 1999). Being in close proximity to relatives is 

therefore not only socially enjoyable, but may also be beneficial in the case of emergencies or 

in terms of having access to the types of information that circulate among extended family 

members, whether in cities or rural areas. 

The distance to the workplace and the distance to Bãngr-weoogo are our attributes of interest 

in this study. Several studies have highlighted the important role that distance to the workplace 

and to other amenities have on residential choice ( Gayda, 1998; Earnhart, 2001, 2006; Pérez 

et al., 2003; Kim et al.b, 2005;  Kim et al., 2005a; Ng, 2008; Frenkel et al., 2013; Wu et al., 

2013; Tu et al., 2016). Only a few of them, however, have used simultaneously both 

characteristics to explain residential choice (T.-K. Kim et al., 2005b), and this highlights 

another contribution of the current study. In the choice experiment we design, both of the 

attributes of interest, i.e. distance to the workplace and distance to the park, vary between three 

levels (the current distance as well as two variations around it). We took these attributes into 
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account in terms of distances because people tend to understand these better than attributes 

described in terms of the cost or duration of travel. Note that these attributes are measured in 

kilometers and considered as such in results’ interpretation. 

The price of housing is a crucial attribute for the choice experiment method. It measures the 

change in the welfare of respondents following a change in the level of another attribute ceteris 

paribus. Whereas renters are typically very aware of the amount they spend on monthly rent, 

this attribute can be more difficult for owners to quantify. As a result, we asked respondents to 

consider the type of habitat and the geographical location of their house and to estimate how 

much rent they would demand if they were to rent their house. This approach allowed including 

homeowners in the same treatment as renters (further, we try to see if they react differently). In 

this study, we use the percentage change in price as in Phaneuf et al. (2013) and Tu et al., 

(2016). 

After the attributes and attributes’ levels have been selected, we address the experimental 

design. This includes the generation of the choice sets that the respondent will face. The 

combination of the above attributes and their levels generates a large number of profiles it is 

possible to present to each respondent (3*3*3*2*6 = 324). Presenting all of these options is 

obviously unrealistic in terms of both time and cognitive effort. As a result, we applied an 

orthogonal design (using Ngene 1.1.2) without a-priori parameters, used to reduce the number 

of profiles when satisfying attributes’ levels balance and estimating independently all 

parameters. Ngene has a great flexibility and permit to generate  designs  with  any  number  of  

choice  situations,  alternatives,  attributes  and  attribute levels while maintaining attribute level 

balance (ChoiceMetrics, 2012). We created three blocks of four choice sets. Each respondent 

faced one of these blocks that included four choice sets. Each set asked respondents to choose 

from two housing alternatives as well as the respondent’s current house (the status quo). An 

example choice set is presented in Table 2 (see below). 
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Table 2: Example choice set 

Attributes Current house 

(status quo) 

Choice 1 Choice 2 

Distance to Urban Park Current distance 50% less 50% more 

Distance to workplace Current distance Current distance Current distance 

Presence of relatives  Current Situation  Yes Yes  

Size of house Current size Current size Current size 

Price/rent of house Current price/rent 10% more 20% less 

I prefer: (choose only one 

please!)   → 

 

� 

 

� 

 

� 

 

We expect that an increase in the rent and a decrease in the housing size may negatively impact 

inhabitants’ wellbeing, and an increase in housing size and a decrease in the distance to the 

workplace may positively impact it. We are less certain of how proximity to the urban park in 

Ouagadougou may interact with distance to the workplace, and specifically whether these two 

attributes will exhibit complementarity or substitutability. Finally, as suggested from focus 

group interviews, we expect that proximity to relatives will have a positive impact on household 

welfare. 

3.3.     Survey and data  

 

The survey is based on that of Tu et al., (2016) and consists of four (4) parts. we use the so-

called “pivot design” in which the choice sets are built around the level of revealed attributes 

(Train and Wilson, 2008). The “status quo” and additional attribute levels are specific to each 
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individual. Several other studies have also used the pivot design in choice experiment (see 

Hensher and Rose, 2007; Hensher, 2004; Train and Wilson, 2008; Tu et al., 2016). Respondents 

are asked to choose their preferred option from a set of options that includes their current house 

(the status quo) and a set of other possible houses (the alternatives). This decision scenario is 

elicited four times.  

The survey was implemented by the author in the city of Ouagadougou between July and 

August 2014. About 300 people were surveyed, yielding 284 completed usable questionnaires 

for analysis. In order to maximize respondent comprehension of the survey, we targeted 

inhabitants who were at least 18 years old and who were actively employed. It is important to 

note although it is difficult to judge the representativeness of our sample, we strived to 

randomize the geographic scope of the implementation, surveying all sectors of the city outside 

of the park.  

Average respondent age was 30 years. The percentage of men (77.8%) was significantly higher 

than that of women, while the general population census in 2006 showed a 51% proportion of 

men in the province. There were slightly more owners (52.1%) than renters, which corresponds 

to the average of the city’s region according to the statistical yearbook of 2006. In terms of 

household size, our sample has about 5 peoples/household. It corresponds to that of the region 

which is 5.13 according to the statistical yearbook of 2006. In addition, 44.33% of respondents 

had a low level of income (low income being the first income class of the 3 that we have defined 

(0 to about 230 euros)) and only 11.27% felt that their location was remote compared to major 

places of interest. Respondent characteristics are summarized in Table 3 (see below). 
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Table 3: Respondent characteristics 

 Min Max Mean Stand. D 

Age (year) 18 62 30.38 7.85 

Distance to workplace (km) 1 25 8.26 5.61 

Distance to park (km) 1 22 7.86 5.16 

House size (number of rooms) 1 12 3.65 2.15 

Rent/month (Euro) 4.6 1,067 106.9 136.9 

Household size 1 36 4.97 4.15 

Percentage 

Presence of relatives  72 

Male 78 

Owner                         52 

Head of household     57 

Single                          59 

Safe neighborhood              72 

Major places    Not near 

                          Near 

                          Near with good qual. 

        11.27 

35.21 

53.17 

Income (Euros)    

      Low (0 to 230) 

      Average (230 to 460) 

      High (more than 460) 

 

44.33 

35.82 

19.85 

Occupation  

      Executive 

       Lib. and inter. 

       Laborer 

       Retirement   

 

23.76 

63.12 

09.57 

03.55 
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4. Econometric Specification 

4.1.   Econometric model 

 

The conditional logit (CL) is the basic model used for the analysis of data from choice 

experiment (Birol et al., 2009). It assumes that the error term “ε” follows a Gumbel’s 

distribution and is Independently and Identically Distributed (IID). This model relies on the 

assumption of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA), which stipulates that the 

relative probability of selection of two alternatives is not affected by the introduction or removal 

of an alternative. The IIA assumption is necessary for the random utility theory (Hanley et al., 

1998). In this model, the probability that an individual n chooses the alternative i from the set 

C of the alternatives that are proposed to him corresponds to the probability that this alternative 

i is the one that gives him the greatest utility. 

��� = ����� + ��� > �
� + �
�, ∀ ∈ �,  ≠ ��; 

Then; 

��� = ���
� < ��� − �
� + ���, ∀ ∈ �,  ≠ ��. 

From it,  

��� = exp�����
∑ exp��
��
∈�

=  exp�!"���
∑ exp�!"
��
∈�

. 

This model faces some limitations. The “IIA” assumption may be violated for many reasons 

(for example, the use of correlated attributes). Additionally, although heterogeneity may exist 

among respondents, this model assumes that preferences are homogenous, and does not take 

into account possible correlations among error terms (Birol et al., 2009). Taking into account 

heterogeneity in economic analysis, in contrast, allows for unbiased parameter estimation and 
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demand forecasting because it statistically accounts for variations in individual characteristics 

(Boxall and Adamowicz, 2002). For these reasons, another model will be needed in order to 

estimate unbiased parameters. 

The latent class logit model presents an alternative to the conditional logit. In this model, the 

population is represented as a finite number of segments or classes. Because heterogeneity 

among individuals is understood to affect preferences, it is necessary to first identify the factors 

that drive this heterogeneity (Boxall and Adamowicz, 2002). The heterogeneity of preferences 

is represented by an endogenous, unobservable (i.e. latent) distribution of the categories that 

characterize respondents (Bonnieux and Carpentier, 2007). Preferences are assumed to be 

homogeneous within each class, but are allowed to vary between classes. The number of 

segments is determined endogenously by variations within the data, and segments are assigned 

according observable socio-economic characteristics. According to Allenby and Rossi (1998), 

the latent class logit underestimates the degree of heterogeneity that may be present in a sample. 

The mixed logit (ML) model, developed by McFadden and Train, (2000) has been increasingly 

used to take into account the heterogeneity of preferences in discrete choice models. It accounts 

for heterogeneity by allowing parameters to vary randomly over individuals. In most cases, 

respondents’ utility follows a multivariate normal distribution. Estimation under these 

conditions is easier, and the mixed logit model solves the problem of IIA (McFadden and Train, 

2000). It has been successful in this respect over time and across a variety of areas. In this 

model, the utility is given by the formula: 

#��$ = �! + %��"��$ + ���$ , 
where %� is the standard deviation of the nth person compared to the average. The probability 

that an individual chooses option i over option j is given by: 
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���$ = & '()�"��* !�
∑ '()�"
�* !�+
,-

.�!|0�1!, 

where .�!|0� represents the distribution function of !.  

Econometric estimations based on this specification make it possible to calculate the marginal 

willingness to pay for the attributes included in this study. This analysis is presented in the next 

section. 

4.2. Modeling willingness to pay and willingness to pay space 

 

Marginal willingness to pay estimates respondents’ preferences for the various attributes of 

location choice. There are two ways to calculate these estimates. The first is called marginal 

willingness to pay (or preference space). It is obtained through the ratio of the attribute’s 

coefficient to the price coefficient obtained from models such as CL and ML models: 

23�4 = − 1(51(4 = −
1� 1(46
1� 1(56 = − !7!5 , 

where xα and xp refer to the attribute α and the monetary attribute, respectively, and βα and βp 

their parameters as estimated mainly from the conditional logit. 

In the case of the Mixed Logit models, the above ratio provides a skewed distribution of 

willingness to pay. Thus, Train and Weeks (2005) suggested an estimate of willingness to pay 

space. Previous studies have shown that this estimate is more realistic and exhibits a low 

distribution density at extreme values (Train and Weeks, 2005) and Scarpa et al., (2008) 

reported that the estimation through WTP space had a better fit in their empirical study. The 

“willingness to pay space” approach consists of reformulating the utility function. In this case, 

before estimating the random parameter model, the model is configured a priori, and thus 
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directly yields the marginal WTP, or WTP space, instead of the attributes’ coefficients βn , and 

the monetary attribute is normalized to 1. 

In this study, the value of the utility of individual n, choosing housing option “i” from the set 

of selection C is given by: 

#��$ = !�"��$ + ���$,       i = 1,….,I,        n = 1,…..,N,    c = 1,….,C    

Where "��$ is the observed attribute vector and !� the vector of individual specific taste 

coefficient with a density .�!|0� where 0are the parameters of the distribution, and ���$ is a 

random error term identically and independently distributed to extreme values.  

The transformation of the equation above gives:  

#��$ = :�)��$ + !�"*��$ + ���$ ,        i = 1,….,I,        n = 1,…..,N,    c = 1,….,C    

where )��$ represents the monetary attribute and "*��$ represents the vector of other non-

monetary attributes in the model. Elements αn and βn are the estimated parameters associated 

with these attributes, and ���$ the random error term with a variance: 

�;<����$� = =�> ?@>
6 B 

for =�> , the scale parameter of the nth individual. 

As a remember, in the preference space case, the WTP would be obtained by the ratio −!� :�6 . 

With ML model, both price and attribute parameter are random. This leads to a skewed 

distribution due to the ratio of two random variables. 

Dividing the transformed utility equation by kn, we obtain: 

#��$ = −C�)��$ + D�"*��$ + ���$ 
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for C� = :�/=�, D� = !�/=� and ���$ = ���$/=� . This corresponds to the model where the 

WTP for an attribute is obtained through the ratio F� = D�/C� and doesn’t change the 

household’s behavior according to Train and Weeks, (2005). 

This equation is equivalent to the following: 

#��$ = C�G−)��$ + F′�"��$I + ���$ 

4.3.Estimation results 

 

In total, 284 questionnaires are used in this analysis. The survey was conducted randomly with 

people aged 18 and over in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. Attributes such as “presence of 

relatives,” and “dwelling size” are coded as categorical dummy variables in order to facilitate 

the processing and interpretation of results. 

The first model used is the conditional logit, which considers all preferences as homogeneous. 

According to Hausman’s test, the IIA assumption is respected at the 5% level. 

The parameters obtained from this model are almost all significant at the critical threshold of 

5%, except for some attributes as the Alternative Specific Constant (ASC), reflecting an 

indifference to change. Thus, increased distance to the urban park or to the workplace reduces 

the likelihood of choosing an alternative house. Additionally, having a relative in the area 

increases the chances of choosing an alternative. As expected, increases in rent (captured by 

the monetary attribute) reduce the probability of selecting an alternative (see tables 4 and 5 

below). 
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Table 4: Estimation results 

Conditional Logit 

LL: -1,149.001 

N=284 

Attributes Estimators Standard error 

ASC -0.038 (0.075) 

Distance to work*rent 0,018** (0,015) 

Distance to park*income 2.62.10-7 (1.32.10-7) 

Distance to workplace -0.041 *** (0.014) 

Distance to park -0.066 ** (0.028) 

Presence of relatives 0.67 *** (0.084) 

Decrease in house size -0.76 *** (0.115) 

Increase in house size 0.034 (0.093) 

Rent -0.722 *** (0.241) 

*Significant at 10%    **significant at 5%    ***significant at 1%   [] not significant     

 

In this section, we comment on the direction of change without addressing the magnitude of 

these coefficients. The next section addresses our main interest in this paper, that is, the 

assessment of preferences through marginal willingness to pay. 
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4.4.Welfare analysis 

 

Here, we estimate variations in welfare through the monetary valuation of respondents’ 

preferences for the various residential attributes. This estimation is accomplished through the 

marginal willingness to pay and the marginal willingness to pay space methods described 

above. Results are shown in Tables 5 below. The final willingness to pay is obtained by 

multiplying the estimator by the average rent. Considering the Mixed Logit model for example; 

respondents are willing to pay 10.8€ per km for decrease in the distance to the urban park Bãngr-

weoogo (WTP = !J* Average rent = 0.101 * 106.9= 10.8 €/Km). 
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Table 5: Marginal willingness to pay and willingness to pay space 

Marginal willingness to pay 

 Conditional Logit 

        LL: -1,149 

AIC: 2,312 

BIC: 2,355 

 

Mixed Logit 

LL:  -1,085 

AIC: 2,199 

BIC: 2,284 

 WTP WTP Space Std. dev. of random 
parameters  

Distance to work*rent 3.63x10-7** 

 

4.4.10-7** 

(1.91.10-7) 

 

Distance to 

park*income 

- 

- 

0.034 

(0.024) 

 

ASC - -0.168 

(0.123) 

1.041*** 

Distance to workplace 

 

            -0.057** -0.068*** 

(0.021) 

0.058 

Distance to park 

 

-0.092*** -0.101** 

(0.044) 

0.062** 

Presence of relatives 0.927*** 1.138*** 

(0.166) 

1.409*** 

Decrease in house size -1.051*** -1.246*** 

(0.232) 

1.560*** 

Increase in house size - 0.060 

0.166) 

1.660*** 

*Significant at 10%    **significant at 5%    ***significant at 1%    [] not significant  ( ) standard error 

 

As shown in the Table 5, many variables are significant and have the same sign in all models, 

with the exception of the ASC, the variable distance to work*rent and the variable “increase in 

house size” regardless of the model.  
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The negative signs associated with proximity to the workplace and proximity to the park show 

a loss of well-being regardless of the model. This indicates that the farther a residence is located 

from either the park or the workplace, the lower the well-being of the household. We have 

interacted the variables "distance to the park" and "distance to workplace" in the ML models in 

order to determine their degree of dependency. This interacted variable is non-significant and 

reflects the fact that these attributes are neither substitutable nor complementary. Rather, they 

appear to be independent. Furthermore, an increase in distance to the park is associated with a 

higher willingness to accept than an increase in distance to the workplace. In addition, this 

interacted variable led to a decline in the quality of the model, and thus we do not include this 

term in the final specification.  

The attribute “presence of relatives” receives the highest willingness to pay and highlights the 

importance of this sociological aspect in a developing country such as Burkina Faso, where 

social ties remain important regardless of the place of residence (urban or rural). The attribute 

that receives the highest willingness to accept in all models is the reduction in the size of the 

dwelling. The loss in utility associated with a decrease in house size is significant, especially 

considering that 35% of respondents are already unsatisfied with the size of their current 

residence. 

The interacted variable “distance to work*rent” in Table 5 measures households’ sensitivity to 

distance to the workplace as rent changes. This variable is significant and positive, which 

indicates that an increase in rent is accompanied by a reduction in distance to the workplace 

even though the estimated parameter and therefore the WTP is low and tends to be insignificant. 

In other words, an increased rent would push people to move near their workplace in order to 

minimize the distance and consequently travel cost. 
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The interacted variable “distance to the park*income” in Table 5 measures the households’ 

sensitivity to increasing distance to the park as income changes, and is not significant. Thus, an 

increase in income does not necessarily lead respondents to move either closer to or further 

from the park. It is normal to expect other interactions such as distance to work* income or 

distance to the park*rent. Note that these interactions have been tested and they were not 

significant and abased the overall quality of our model, hence their absence in the final 

specification.  

Finally, standard deviation values in the ML model demonstrate that preferences are in fact 

heterogeneous in this sample. In this case, more than 88% of respondents have a positive WTP 

to live close to their place of work, 94% of people have a positive WTP to live close to the park, 

and 80% have a positive WTP to have a relative in the area. These values are calculated as 

φG−�mean parameter estimate / the random parameter standard deviation)], where KG(I is the 

cumulative standard normal distribution. 

 

5. Discussion  

 

The results show that, on average, respondents are indifferent between keeping their current 

home or moving. This result could be unexpected because in most studies, the Business As 

Usual (BAU) case is chosen due to the aversion to change. Our result does not indicate a 

balanced housing market and the fact that some areas are not under the pressure of strong 

demand in the city. The analysis also demonstrates that preferences for housing characteristics 

are heterogeneous. As it has also been mentioned in other studies (Earnhart, 2001; Kim et al., 

2005a; Wu et al., 2013; Tu et al., 2016), we find that living closer to the urban park, as well as 

to the workplace increases the well-being of residents of Ouagadougou. However, these two 
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features are neither substitutes nor complements. A somewhat unexpected result is that distance 

to the park is associated with a higher willingness to accept than distance to the workplace. 

Indeed, the loss in utility generated by an increase in distance to the park is greater than that 

generated by an increase in distance to the workplace. The high value that respondents place on 

proximity to the park may partly reflect first the recreational value of Bãngr-weoogo, the 

assessment of which by the travel cost method can be difficult due to its location in the heart of 

the city (see Darling, 1973). Additionally, it reflects the value of amenities such as climate 

regulation, and to a lesser extent that of the landscape.  

The attribute that reflects the presence of relatives in the area receives the largest willingness 

to pay regardless of the calculation method used (WTP or WTP Space). Because this attribute 

has not been empirically studied before now, no reference figures exist for comparison. 

However, this finding is consistent with African traditions. Indeed, in Burkina Faso, the 

importance of proximity to family members is well expressed by the saying "We consider an 

orphan, in the broad sense of the term, one who lives in an area where he has no relatives". 

Any substantial increase in rent results in a relocation of residents near to their workplace as 

demonstrated by the interacted variable “Distance to work*rent” in the Mixed Logit model. In 

other words, inhabitants are willing to pay more when the distance from the house to the 

workplace decreases. This finding seems intuitive and in line with work by Nowotny (2011), 

Renkow and Hoover (2000), and Van Ommeren et al. (1999). 

Results indicate that the characteristics of the dwelling itself remain a very important factor in 

the likelihood of an alternative being chosen. We were not able to consider all possible 

characteristics in this study (that is not the interest of our study), but we were able to take them 

into account to some degree through the inclusion of a common attribute in the literature that is 

the housing size.  On average, people are indifferent to increases in the size of their house 
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(contrary to what has been found by Earnhart 2001, 2006; Frenkel et al. 2013). Notably, 65% 

of respondents are satisfied with their current house size and experience a loss of utility when 

this size declines. 

We initially hypothesized that preferences may differ between owners and renters, between 

heads of households and other household members, as well as between those who live far from 

the workplace and/or the park compared to those who live closer to these places. The 

conditional logit applied for each group (owners, renters…) confirms these intuitions (see Table 

6 below). In fact, homeowners are less sensitive to rent variation, which is to be expected 

because they do not pay rent. Also, owners are pro-status quo. This can be explained by the fact 

that residential mobility is reduced (Boyer and Delaunay, 2009), especially for owners who are 

generally reluctant to move due to the high investment that is may require. Overall, homeowners 

tend to care about proximity to workplace whereas renters do not. The fact that it is more 

difficult for owners to move may explain this finding. In addition, heads of households are 

sensitive to the proximity to amenities and the level of rent, while other household members 

are not. It was expected because the heads of households move to work and support the other 

members of the household, who have little to do with decisions regarding residential location. 

Finally, inhabitants who are farthest from the workplace and/or the park compared to the mean 

are sensitive to changes in this proximity, while the others are not. This finding may be 

explained by the concept of geographical discounting. According to this concept, individuals 

prefer being close to amenities that they value most, which could explain the high sensitivity to 

changes in this distance among those who are already very far away from these amenities.  
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Table 6: willingness to pay per categories of respondents (conditional logit) 

 Owner Head of household Distances > average 

 Yes 

LL : -
598.45 

N : 149 

No 

LL : -
547.03 

N : 135 

Yes 

LL : -
652.77 

N : 161 

No 

LL : -
479.59 

N : 123 

Yes 

LL : -
244.32 

N : 62 

No 

LL : -
901.27 

N : 222 

ASC -0.054  0.018  0.072 -0.18 -0.032 -0.022 

Distance to workplace -0.025* -0.018 -0.027** -0.014 -0.031** -0.012 

Distance to park -0.04** -0.26* -0.027** -0.044** -0.055*** -0.014 

Presence of relatives  0.67***  0.68***  0.82***  0.42***  0.56***  0.71*** 

Decreasing of house 
size 

-0.83*** -0.69***  0.041*** -1.28*** -0.95*** -0.72*** 

Increasing of house 
size 

-0.11  0.20  0.27** -0.22 -0.054 -0.069 

Rent -0.48 -0.93*** -1.10*** -0.12 -0.24** -0.83*** 

*Significant at 10%    **significant at 5%    ***significant at 1%    [] not significant     

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Many studies have examined the factors that drive households’ residential choices, particularly 

in developed countries, and heterogeneity of preferences is often assumed in this extensive 

literature. These studies allow researchers not only to understand the monetary value of 

different attributes, but also the interactions and tradeoffs between attributes. 

In this study we aimed to better understand the residential location choices of the inhabitants of 

Ouagadougou in terms of several targeted attributes. Choice experiment method is in fact the 

only method able to take into account the trade-offs between socio-demographic and location 

variables and to identify the sensitivity of the various population segments to these different 

attributes (Frenkel et al., 2013). We utilized a pivot method technique to design this choice 
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experiment, which incorporates both the current housing characteristics of respondents as well 

as hypothetical levels that vary around these characteristics. Changes in well-being were 

assessed through measures of "marginal willingness to pay" and "willingness to pay space”. 

The unexpected result is that the distance to the park is associated with a higher willingness to 

accept than distance to the workplace in a country in which environmental questions are 

generally considered of lower priority. The existence of substitution or complementarity effect 

between attributes such as the distance to the workplace and distance to an environmental 

amenity was examined and they seem independent. One important contribution of this study 

arises from the discovery that family ties are very important to African, and therefore ignoring 

them in the context of similar residential choice studies would be a mistake. Excepting any 

errors of omission, this appears to be the first study that uses choice modeling to evaluate the 

role of green spaces on residential choices in Africa.  

These results have implications for urban land-use planning and shed light on the importance 

of environmental amenities in residential location choice. By demonstrating that people value 

proximity to the urban park in Ouagadougou, this study provides evidence that green spaces are 

indeed considered attractive. Thus it suggests, furthermore, that preservation efforts targeting 

green spaces are likely to meet with widespread public support. These results can be taken into 

consideration during the course of future development, planning, and afforestation projects in 

Ouagadougou in which sustainability is a priority. 
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